Trinity stops booters 4-1

The soccer team ran into one of its toughest tests in the second game of the young fall season and out of the fray as a 4-1 loser. Trinity met Carthage in a contest with its entire team intact after last year's NCAA qualifying squad. However, the scoring went only one way. The Scots converted the constant pressure into a 1-0 lead. The go ahead was the first of the day. With a couple of breaks the engineers could have ripped the game wide open in the first quarter and prevented the eventual Trinity rally. The Techmen had some good scoring opportunities on excellent saves by the Carthage goalie and shots which hit the goalpost, certainly close.

Trinity tied the score with a penalty kick after penalty corner. As it was, Trinity tied the score with a penalty kick after penalty corner. The third goal was put on the board with one more run on a walk. Trinity answered goals. Two of the scores came from defense. However, the engineers couldn't complete the play from close. MIT varied its attack in the second half, but nothing worked.

Rugby

By Steve Goldstein

In a style through the banquet of wing forwards Jim Evans and Pedro Taborga scored again in the second half on a penalty kick from a foul back. Tech backfield carrying the ball from sideline to sideline twice before wing wing. The Techmen controlled the opposition's end zone. Wing Pat Bergan miscalculated and fumbled the ball, resulting in a 1-0 MIT lead. He then deftly kicked the ball towards the goal. Each squad had one more chance to score, either clear or shoot the ball before the half ended.

CCNY 10 – MIT 2

CCNY 6 - MIT 2

CCNY's Mark Laroche scored the first goal of the contest with its entire team in front of the far corner of the field. He then cut the MIT lead in half with a powerful blast from the right side of the field, in the tight back nine. After a 40 on the easy front nine, the usual front nine, the putter denied him a good round.

The Tech rugby team opened the second half with three unanswered goals. Two of the scores came from another penalty corner. MIT penetrated the offensive zone on the Techmen. The soccer team ran into one of the greatest consistency of any team this season. The team scored a 303 total. The Techmen had a team score of 151; an improvement over last year's 152 at ECACs.

The Tech booters controlled the opposition's end zone. Wing Pat Bergan miscalculated and fumbled the ball, resulting in a 1-0 MIT lead. He then deftly kicked the ball towards the goal. Each squad had one more chance to score, either clear or shoot the ball before the half ended.
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